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Remaining questions in fundamental CosmologyRemaining questions in fundamental Cosmology

Spectral index of the initial perturbations, or the Spectral index of the initial perturbations, or the ““nnss--11”” parameter (Planck)parameter (Planck)

Primordial nonPrimordial non--GaussianityGaussianity (Planck)(Planck)

adiabatic vs. adiabatic vs. isocurvatureisocurvature perturbations (Planck)perturbations (Planck)

Deviation from flatness Deviation from flatness (Planck)(Planck)

The nature of Dark matter (The nature of Dark matter (sCDMSsCDMS, , ……))

The nature of Dark energy: the The nature of Dark energy: the ““ww”” parameter  (parameter  (JDEM, LSST,JDEM, LSST,……))

Primordial gravitational wave: the Tensor/Scalar ratio Primordial gravitational wave: the Tensor/Scalar ratio ““rr””

Finite neutrino mass and its effects in cosmologyFinite neutrino mass and its effects in cosmology
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CMB is polarized. Why?CMB is polarized. Why?

Induced by Induced by quadrupolequadrupole through Thomson through Thomson 

scattering (in the rest frame of the electron)scattering (in the rest frame of the electron)

Generated only at the ionized/neutral Generated only at the ionized/neutral 

interface (completely ionized: no anisotropy; interface (completely ionized: no anisotropy; 

completely neutral: no electrons to scatter)completely neutral: no electrons to scatter)

From W. Hu



BB--mode is mode is forbiddenforbidden for density perturbationsfor density perturbations

Seljak & Zaldarriaga

k

Planar Fourier 
density mode

(Seljak& Zaldarriaga, 1997; Kamionkowski et al., 1997)



EE--mode and Bmode and B--modemode

Polarization fields can be linearly Polarization fields can be linearly 

decomposed to E and B modedecomposed to E and B mode

EE--mode polarization is perpendicular/parallel mode polarization is perpendicular/parallel 

to the direction of modulationto the direction of modulation

BB--mode polarization is oriented at 45mode polarization is oriented at 45°° to the to the 

direction of modulationdirection of modulation

Linear, scalar perturbation cannot generate BLinear, scalar perturbation cannot generate B--

mode polarizations mode polarizations 

No Cosmic VarianceNo Cosmic Variance
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Global experimental efforts searching Global experimental efforts searching 
for for BB--modemode

BICEP, BICEP2, Keck ArrayBICEP, BICEP2, Keck Array
POLARPOLAR--1, POLAR Array1, POLAR Array
ABSABS
POLARBEARPOLARBEAR
QUIETQUIET--I, QUIETI, QUIET--IIII
SPTpolSPTpol, , ACTpolACTpol
Ballooning: SPIDER, EBEXBallooning: SPIDER, EBEX
Satellite: PlanckSatellite: Planck



~20 cm primary aperture (30 ~20 cm primary aperture (30 
cm window)cm window)
Refractive wideRefractive wide--field opticsfield optics
(@ 4 K (@ 4 K -- excellent stability)excellent stability)
Detector cooled to 0.25 KDetector cooled to 0.25 K
~20~20°° FOVFOV

0.70.7°° (150 GHz) and (150 GHz) and 
1.01.0°° (100 GHz) resolutions(100 GHz) resolutions
49 feeds / 98 polarization49 feeds / 98 polarization--
sensitive sensitive bolometersbolometers at 250 at 250 mKmK
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BICEP started CMB observing in January, 2006, from the South Pole

November, 2005

South pole site:
Dry + high -> low mm background
Small atmospheric fluctuations
Featureless horizon
Continuous observation



BICEP focal plane (98 detectors)BICEP focal plane (98 detectors) AntennaAntenna--coupled TES array  (128 detectors)coupled TES array  (128 detectors)

30 cm 8 cm

Bolometric Bolometric PolarimetersPolarimeters

••CoCo--locating duallocating dual--polarization polarization polarimeterpolarimeter
••High optical efficiency, wide bandHigh optical efficiency, wide band
••Extremely stableExtremely stable
••Nice beam/bandNice beam/band
••Low polarization artifactsLow polarization artifacts
••Discrete elements: feeds, filters, detectorsDiscrete elements: feeds, filters, detectors

••To integrate all these components on a To integrate all these components on a SiSi
wafer wafer →→ mass productionmass production

••Higher packing densityHigher packing density
••TES enables SQUID multiplexed readTES enables SQUID multiplexed read--outout

The state-of-the-art: The future:
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BICEPBICEP--BICEP2BICEP2--Keck time lineKeck time line

•BICEP (2005-2007) currently provides the best limit on B-mode

•BICEP2 (2009- ) observing with x5 BICEP sensitivity

•Keck Array (scheduled 2010 - ) under construction, x4 BICEP2 sensitivity 

• All with small refractors (25cm) ; observing from the South Pole

• Will likely reach T/S ~< 0.03 by 2013





The BThe B--mode polarizationmode polarization

* The gravity wave signal down to r~0.02 is likely reachable in the next 5 years
(e.g.  Keck Array, QUIET-II)

* The prospect for lensing/de-lensing calls for big projects – 100× the current speed



The primordial, Gaussian E-polarization



Large Scale Structure



B-polarization



Astronomical Foregrounds

Kovac
and the 
BICEP2/Keck Team



An important note on Planck An important note on Planck vsvs ground ground 
in in BB--mode mode searchsearch

Efstathiou et al. 2009

Planck

Ground



LensingLensing BB--modemode





LensingLensing BB--polarization is a LSS experimentpolarization is a LSS experiment
Deep polarization measurements (4 Deep polarization measurements (4 μμKK rmsrms) on 1.5% of the sky can ) on 1.5% of the sky can 
significantly improve significantly improve Planck+SNAPPlanck+SNAP constraints on constraints on 

{w{w00, , wwaa, , ΩΩkk, , ∑∑mmνν}, }, 

ppΛΛ==wwρρΛΛ

w=ww=w00+w+waa(1(1--a)a)

There is a strong theoretical preference: There is a strong theoretical preference: 
ww00= = --1, 1, wwaa=0, =0, ΩΩk k <10<10--4 4 →→ lensinglensing BB provides a constraint on provides a constraint on ∑∑mmνν <0.04eV<0.04eV

Hu , Huterer and Smith, 2006



Science with Science with lensinglensing/Prospect for de/Prospect for de--lensinglensing call for 5call for 5’’ experiments experiments 
→→ larger telescopes and/or higher frequencylarger telescopes and/or higher frequency



More, more and MORE!!!

BICEP-2 and SPIDER
Focal plane, 512 detectors
(fielding 2009/2010)

Keck Array = BICEP-2 x 3
(fielding 2010/2011)

POLAR-1 Focal plane 
4,608 detectors
(planned for 2012)

POLAR Array = POLAR-1 x 10



POLAR: 1.5–2 m Crossed-Dragone Reflectors

POLAR-1 = 1 telescope,  POLAR Array = 10 telescopes
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